3
1). Gas exchange between the interior and exterior of the pocket is limited to 200-400 nm gaps at the crimped edges (Fig. 1a, inset) , which is more than 3 orders of magnitude smaller than the mean free path of the CH 4 under typical growth conditions. The CH 4 therefore reaches the interior through Knudsen diffusion (details in Supplementary Information) with a diffusivity of about 4 orders of magnitude lower than that in the ambient outside the pocket. Monte Carlo simulations and analytical calculations show that when CH 4 is introduced into the chamber, it takes a few minutes to reach equilibrium between the inside and outside of the pocket. (Supplementary Fig. 3 ) After 6 hours of growth on OR-Cu, the exterior surface is completely covered with graphene, whereas on the interior surface only isolated dendritic graphene islands are formed with a density of ~0.5 mm -2 ( Fig. 1b) , much lower than that on the outside, leaving more than 60% of the Cu surface exposed. Most interestingly, on the exterior surface there are large (300-550 m) BLG domains with a high density (~3 mm -2 ) (Fig. 1c) . The compact hexagonal shape of the BLG domains indicates different growth kinetics from the dendritic SLG islands on the interior surface. We further found that a low P CH4 (~10 -3 Torr) is important for 2 nd layer nucleation and growth, while thicker layers are efficiently suppressed.
Low energy electron diffraction (LEED) characterization showed that the 2 nd layer graphene domains are single-crystal and grow beneath the continuous 1 st layer (Supplementary Fig. 14) .
Large-scale Raman mapping of the 2D band after transfer to Si/SiO 2 showed that more than 80% of the BLG regions are Bernal stacked 21 ( Fig. 1d) . The stacking order was further confirmed by transmission electron microscopy ( Supplementary Fig. 17 ) and quantum Hall effect measurements ( Supplementary Fig. 22 ). Multiple control experiments confirm that: (1) the 1 st layer growth is controlled by the traditional surface-mediated mechanism;
(2) the 2 nd layer is fed by C that diffuses through the foil from the interior. Most notably, full coverage of the 1 st layer graphene on the exterior does not restrict growth of the 2 nd layer, whereas full coverage of the interior surface prevents through-diffusion and BLG growth.
BLG growth was only realized using Cu foils containing O impurities: when OF-Cu was used under the same conditions no BLG was formed on the exterior surface, and the interior was densely covered with small hexagonal islands that merged to form a continuous film after 2 hours (Figs. 1e and 1f) . In tests spanning a wide range of growth parameter settings, no BLG growth was ever observed on OF-Cu. One explanation for this difference is the role of oxygen in reducing graphene nucleation density 20 , which helps maintain a large area of exposed Cu on the interior. To test whether this is the only role of oxygen in promoting BLG growth, we increased P CH4 on OR-Cu to achieve graphene nucleation density and growth rate similar to that observed above on OF-Cu ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). However, even with 70% interior coverage of SLG within tens of minutes, the OR-Cu showed a large population of BLG on the exterior surface, whereas no detectable BLG was found on OF-Cu with similar interior surface SLG coverage.
Therefore, O clearly plays a more critical role of activating the growth of BLG than simply increasing the area of exposed Cu on the interior. The above results also observed that reducing the C flux can reduce the BLG nucleation density, similar to the case of SLG growth on Cu 20, 22, 23 . Indeed, by decreasing P CH4 (Figs. 2a-2c ), we were able to decrease the nucleation density by more than 2 orders of magnitude and thus increase the BLG domain size from a few m to ~500 m.
We visualize the time evolution of BLG growth by feeding 12 24, 25 . Remarkably, we also observed isotopic rings in the 2 nd layer domains even though they are fed by C diffusion through the Cu foil. This is explained by (1) the extremely low C solubility [only a few parts per million (ppm)] 26 and (2) efficient diffusion both inside the Cu bulk and along the interface between Cu and the 1 st layer graphene (see below). This appears to be different from our prior observations, where the isotope rings in graphene were proposed as the result of surface-mediated mechanism oonly. 24 The observation of isotopic rings synchronized with the sequential isotope-labeled dosing indicates that the 2 nd layer growth proceeds only at the high temperature, i.e., isothermally, rather than by C precipitation during cooling of Cu, 27 and distinct from the traditional precipitation-dominant growth of multilayer graphene on Ni, in which isotopically labeled C mixes in the bulk prior to precipitation upon cooling and thus no isotopic rings are observed. 8, 24 Further discussions about the growth mechanism can be found in Supplementary Information. We propose that growth of the 2 nd layer graphene consists of the following major steps Fig. 9 ). 30 Indeed, in the presence of surface O, the overall dehydrogenation barrier of CH 4 dramatically decreases to ~1.4eV (Fig. 3c) , comparable to the barrier for SLG growth. Here we emphasize that the role of O in the BLG growth is distinct from its role in the growth of SLG 20 , in which O decreases the barrier for CH x attachment to graphene domain edges, but edge attachment process can still occur at a lower rate without O. In the BLG case, OF-Cu acts as an impenetrable barrier for CH x . Oxygen is required for dehydrogenation of CH x so that atomic C can diffuse through the Cu foil for the 2 nd layer growth on the exterior surface. In other words, O opens up the kinetic pathway for BLG growth, a critical aspect that has been up to now completely overlooked [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
To evaluate whether the remaining proposed steps in the kinetic pathway of BLG growth can occur under normal growth conditions, we calculated the energy barriers for C atom hopping both in the Cu bulk (supplementary Fig. 19 ) and at the Cu-1 st graphene layer interface. For the former we obtained a barrier of only ~1eV, indicating that C can efficiently diffuse inside Cu.
This relatively low kinetic barrier is not contradictory to the low C solubility, which is a thermal equilibrium property. In the vicinity of the interface, a C atom is found to preferentially stay at the Cu subsurface (Fig. 3b, inset) , with an energy ~0.6 eV lower than the interface, and ~0.15 eV lower than that in Cu bulk interstitial sites (Supplementary Table 1 ). Therefore C atoms accumulate near the Cu surface rather than in the bulk. More interestingly, the 1 st graphene layer reduces the barrier for C atom hopping along the subsurface sites, from 0.92 eV on a bare Cu(111) substrate to 0.45 eV (Fig. 3d and supplementary Table 1 ). This is due to 'lifting' of the surface Cu atoms by the weak chemical bonds with the 1 st graphene layer (Fig. 3d) . The subsurface diffusion therefore has a much lower barrier than other steps in the 2 nd layer graphene growth, which reduces the possibility of new island nucleation and facilitates growth of large and uniform 2 nd layer domains, as demonstrated by the isotopic rings of the 2 nd layer (Fig.2) .
To assess the electrical quality of the Bernal-stacked BLG, the BLG was encapsulated between a few-nm thick hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) flakes, which act as back-and top-gate dielectrics ( Fig. 4a and Supplementary Fig. 21 ). The resistivity as a function of back-gate voltage, V bg , is shown in Fig. 4b . The curve exhibits a narrow and symmetric resistivity peak (FWHM of Dirac peak ~1.5V), with the charge neutrality point V bg =-0.1V. These features suggest low densities of charged impurities and defects, and hence high crystalline quality. The conductivity versus V bg (Fig. 4b ) exhibits a fairly symmetric and sub-linear behavior. The mobility is found to be 60,000 cm 2 V -1 s -1 at 1.7K and 20,000 cm 2 V -1 s -1 at 300K. A bandgap was induced in the BLG by application of an out-of-plane electric field (by voltage difference between the top-and back-gates). At 1.7K, an on/off ratio of more than 40,000 is observed (Fig.   4c ), more than 3 orders of magnitude higher than previously reported for CVD BLG [11] [12] [13] [14] and comparable to that achieved for exfoliated BLG 3 . The bandgap values were extracted at each fixed electric field by fitting the log of resistivity versus inverse temperature (Fig. 4e) according to the Arrhenius relation with a simple thermal activation mechanism, i.e., R~exp(ΔE/k B T), where R is the resistivity and ΔE is the bandgap 32 . The extracted bandgap values are in agreement with both theoretical predictions and infrared spectroscopy measurements 2 (Fig. 4f) .
The maximum bandgap is 103meV at a transverse field of 0.9V/nm, limited only by the field supported by the gate dielectrics.
In conclusion, our multiple experimental and theoretical results disclose that in a LPCVD growth environment, O impurities on the Cu surface play a key role in activating hydrocarbon molecular dissociation that allows the ultimate conversion of CH x to C atoms that dissolve into the Cu foil, without which BLG growth on Cu could not proceed. Complete understanding of the growth mechanism enables the growth of large and single-crystal Bernal-stacked BLG domains.
Furthermore, the BLG shows superior electrical quality comparable to exfoliated BLG, thus promising future BLG-based electronics and photonics. 
